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In early 1942, the United States confronted the problem of
strategic deployment for global warfare against the Axis. This required
difficult choices for many reasons, but especially because shipping was
limited. Geography, logistics, and strategy dictated concentration of
American forces in the British Isles for an attack on German-occupied
Western Europe, while remaining on the defensive in the Pacific. The
Americans and British agreed to this approach long before Pearl
Harbor, and confirmed its validity just afterward.
Yet the actual conduct of the war contradicted this approach
and the strategic agreements with the British. The first American
offensive was launched in the Southwest Pacific – logistically one of
the worst possible places to fight. Three weeks after ordering the
offensive in the Solomons, Roosevelt approved Operation Torch, a
landing in French North Africa. Both operations negatively affected the
buildup in Britain. The net result was a large deployment of forces in
the Southwest Pacific and the Mediterranean in 1943, and the
postponement of the Second Front in France until 1944. How do we
explain this outcome? Many historians blame the British, who
supposedly preferred “peripheral operations” to the Second Front.
Others consider that repeated “emergencies of the moment” derailed
long-term strategy. This paper argues that the postponement of the
Second Front until 1944, and the diversion of forces into secondary
theaters, resulted from Roosevelt’s failure to meet with Stalin in 1942
and establish a satisfactory basis for postwar world order.
Genesis of the “Germany First” Strategy
“Germany First” was the strategic principle that the United
States should make its main military effort in Europe. Germany was
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the strongest Axis power, and more threatening to Britain and the
USSR than Japan. The sea route from the United States to Britain was
relatively short, and Britain was an advanced base with highly
developed infrastructure, especially ports and airfields. In contrast,
Pacific distances were vast, with few usable ports or airfields, and
there was no advanced base close to Japan that offered the same
advantages as Britain. Strategy, geography and logistics thus dictated
that the Allies should take the offensive against Germany, remain on
the defensive in the Pacific, and concentrate against Japan only after
Germany was knocked back on its heels.
This reasoning was laid
out in Admiral Harold R. Stark’s
“Plan Dog” memorandum of
November 1940. Stark, who was
Chief of Naval Operations from
1939
to
early
1942,
recommended
“a
strong
offensive in the Atlantic as an
ally of the British, and a
defensive in the Pacific.” He also
noted that Britain needed to
control Egypt and “Gibraltar
Admiral Harold Stark, Chief of Naval
combined with West and
Operations, 1940-42 (Navy)
Northwest Africa.” He believed
that in wartime the United States would “need to send large air and
land forces to Europe or Africa, or both” to participate in the offensive
against Germany (emphasis added). In broad terms, then, he endorsed
1
Mediterranean operations in the event of war.
The “Germany First” logic was further elaborated during
British and American staff talks in early 1941. These talks resulted in
the ABC-1 agreement of March 1941 that was the basis for the
American war plan “Rainbow 5” adopted in the summer of 1941.
Rainbow 5 expressed “Germany First” as follows:
“Since Germany is the predominant member of the
Axis Powers the Atlantic and European area is
This paper was presented to the McMullen Naval History Symposium, U.S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, 20 September 2013.
1
The memorandum is online at the FDR Library site.
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considered to be the decisive theatre. The principal
United States Military effort will be exerted in that
theatre and operations of United States forces in
other theatres will be conducted in such a manner as
to facilitate that effort…
It will be of great importance to maintain the
present British and Allied Military position in and
near the Mediterranean basins, and to prevent the
spread of Axis control in North Africa…
If Japan does enter the war, the Military strategy in
the Far East will be defensive. The United States
does not intend to add to its present Military
strength in the Far East but will employ the United
States Pacific Fleet offensively in the manner best
calculated to weaken Japanese economic power, and
to support the defense of the Malay barrier by
2
diverting Japanese strength away from Malaysia.”
The idea that the Americans generally rejected
Mediterranean operations as harmful diversions from the war on
Germany is thus clearly false. Nor was there any suggestion in
Rainbow 5, an internal American war plan, that action in the
Mediterranean negated the logic of “Germany First” and thus justified
going “all out” against Japan.
After Pearl Harbor, Churchill rushed to Washington for the
first wartime summit, the Arcadia conference, held from December
22, 1941, to January 14, 1942. The British feared that the Americans
would abandon the “Germany First” principle and commit excessive
resources to the Pacific. In light of subsequent events, this fear was
entirely reasonable. Among Churchill’s first proposals was Operation
Gymnast, a 1942 invasion of French North Africa with 150,000
American and 55,000 British troops intended to secure the North
3
African shore from Morocco to Egypt. In the Pacific, he recommended
2

Rainbow 5 was published during the Congressional Pearl Harbor investigation. It is
available online at the Ibiblio site.
3
United States Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States, The
Conferences at Washington, 1941-1942, and Casablanca, 1943 (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office (hereafter GPO), 1968), 23-24.
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the containment of Japan until the Allies had rebuilt their seapower,
as well as diversionary U.S. carrier attacks on Japanese cities – a
concept soon realized in the Doolittle Raid.
For 1943, Churchill advocated an assault on occupied Europe
with a combined Anglo-American force of 1.6 million men. This force
would invade Germany itself and “win the war at the end of 1943 or
4
1944.” Some authors consider that this proposal reflected Churchill’s
desire for a “peripheral strategy” or “indirect approach” that clashed
with the American preference for the “direct approach” of a frontal
5
assault on Germany. But Churchill’s December 1941 concept was
totally consistent with Marshall’s April 1942 proposal that also
6
envisioned invading Europe in 1943 with 1.6 million men.
Roosevelt supported an assault on French North Africa for
military and political reasons. He wanted to assist the British campaign
in Libya, forestall a German attack on French North Africa, and get
American troops into action against Germany as soon as possible to
7
improve American national morale. He wanted to assure the Russians
that America intended to fight in Europe and not merely against
8
Japan. Gymnast would also provide combat experience for green
American troops and commanders before they fought in Europe itself.
At Arcadia, Marshall raised no objection to Gymnast, and did
not insist, as he later would, that it precluded a 1943 invasion of
Europe. The U.S. Army official histories assert that the Chiefs of Staff
deliberately “avoided debate on the soundness of the strategy of
encirclement or of the proposed first step in carrying it out, the

4

Ibid., 30-32.
For example, Mark A. Stoler, Allies in War (New York: Hodder Arnold, 2007), 38-41.
6
David Reynolds criticizes Churchill’s idea because it was not “what took place on DDay” (David Reynolds, In Command of History (New York: Random House, 2005), 268).
Yet the Marshall Memorandum envisioned a landing in the Pas de Calais, which was not
what took place on D-Day either. Reynolds further notes that Churchill did not “explain
how the German citadel itself would be subdued” – but then neither did the Marshall
Memorandum. This is simply not a reasonable criticism of a broad strategic idea
proposed in December 1941. Reynolds argues that Churchill may have envisioned a
1918-type German collapse, but Churchill’s memorandum specifically states that the
Allies should assume Germany would not collapse.
7
FRUS, The Conferences at Washington, 1941-1942, and Casablanca, 1943, 64, 72.
8
Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1948), 460.
5
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9

occupation of North Africa.” If true, the Chiefs were derelict in their
duty; the initial conference was exactly the proper time to have an
open debate about basic principles. Such a debate would only have
exposed the absurdity of the view, which some War Department
officers held, that America should avoid offensives in “subsidiary
theaters” like North Africa, and conserve forces for the “main effort”
10
in Western Europe. This would have entailed Anglo-American
idleness in Europe for eighteen months, demoralizing the British and
American people and rightly provoking suspicion in Moscow.
In any event, at Arcadia Roosevelt and Churchill agreed that
Operation Gymnast should take place “at the earliest possible date” –
in May 1942, or even sooner if the Germans began moving into the
11
area. In the Pacific, the Allies created a combined command in
Southeast Asia. This command was directed to hold Indonesia, Burma,
and Australia, and to reestablish communications with the Philippines.
In the South Pacific, America would defend the islands between
Hawaii and Australia.

Japan’s April 1942 Indian Ocean raid sank many ships, like the HMS Hermes shown
here, and seemed to herald a Japanese-German linkup in the Middle East. (AWM)

Enemy action rapidly rendered the Arcadia plans obsolete. In
late January 1942, Rommel attacked in Libya, forcing the British back
to the Gazala position and precluding the early capture of Tripoli.
Between late January and early April, the Japanese captured
Singapore, the Dutch East Indies, the Bismarck Archipelago, and
9

Maurice Matloff and Edwin M. Snell, Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare, 19411942 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1953), 105.
10
Ibid., 101-105.
11
FRUS, The Conferences at Washington, 1941-1942, and Casablanca, 1943, 191, 208.
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southern Burma. Additionally, they launched air raids on Ceylon and
Darwin. In early April Japan completed her conquest of the Philippines
and pushed to the gates of India. Japan’s foray into the Indian Ocean
created considerable fear that she might seek to join hands with
Germany in the Middle East. Finally, the powerful Kwantung Army
seemed poised to attack the Soviet Far East.
The Allies could do very little to counter the Japanese
offensive. American carriers launched a series of raids on Japaneseheld islands in February and March 1942, which had no great military
effect but demonstrated the capability to strike inside Japan’s defense
perimeter. The United States also rushed to reinforce the critical
Australia-Hawaii line. From December 1941 to March 1942, the Army
sent 21,997 troops to Europe, 140,791 troops to the Pacific, and
12
43,192 to Africa, Latin America, and Canada. The Marines sent a
brigade to Samoa in January; more than 10,000 men arrived by early
13
June. Outside the continental United States, eight infantry divisions
were in or en route to the Pacific, with 177,380 troops deployed from
Hawaii to Australia alone by April 2. In contrast, 26,810 troops were
stationed in Britain and Iceland. Meanwhile, the British sent six
divisions to the Far East, including two Australian divisions recalled
14
from the Middle East. Gymnast was “temporarily shelved” in order
15
to meet the immediate crisis. “Germany First” was clearly on hold.
While these disasters unfolded, the British and Americans
discussed future relations with the USSR. A major complication was
that Roosevelt and Churchill held fundamentally different ideas about
the nature of the postwar world. In brief, Roosevelt envisioned a
postwar world based on U.S.-Soviet cooperation, with the “Big Four”
(America, Russia, Britain, and China) policing the world. All other
powers would be disarmed, and the European colonial empires
disbanded. Roosevelt described this plan to Molotov in May 1942, and
fleshed out the full details with Stalin himself later in the war.
Roosevelt’s major objective in 1942 and 1943 was to meet Stalin

12

Richard M. Leighton and Robert W. Coakley, Global Logistics and Strategy, 1940-1943
(Washington, DC: GPO, 1955), 732.
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without Churchill present in order to establish a personal relationship
with Stalin and secure his agreement to this vision of postwar order.
The British, on the other hand, wanted a postwar order based
on Anglo-American partnership. Churchill wanted to develop a joint
policy towards the USSR and to mediate between Roosevelt and Stalin
– both of which Roosevelt opposed. To build an Anglo-American
partnership, Churchill pursued Roosevelt just as ardently as Roosevelt
pursued Stalin. Needless to say, Churchill did not wish to dismantle the
European colonial empires. In Europe itself, the British were amenable
to some territorial adjustments, such as recognizing the Soviet gains of
1939-40 and compensating Poland at Germany’s expense. However,
the overall British goal was to restore the pre-1933 status quo, but this
time with American power to maintain it.
Where the Soviet Union was concerned, Stalin’s basic goal
was territorial security. In 1941 and 1942, this manifested itself as a
demand for recognition of the USSR’s 1941 frontiers, which included
the fruits of the Soviet alliance with Hitler – the Baltic States, more
than half of Poland, and a slice of Romanian territory. Just after
Germany attacked the USSR, rumors that the British and Soviets were
making secret deals provoked Roosevelt to ask Churchill for a specific
assurance that “no post war peace commitments as to territories,
16
populations or economics have been given.” A major purpose of the
Atlantic Charter was to obstruct the British from making any secret
17
territorial deals with Stalin. On December 5, 1941, before British
Foreign Minister Anthony Eden left for Moscow, Secretary of State
Hull warned him, with specific reference to the Atlantic Charter, not to
conclude any “secret accords” with the Soviets or “commitments as to
18
individual countries” (i.e., in Eastern Europe).

16

Warren F. Kimball, Churchill & Roosevelt: Their Complete Correspondence, Volume I
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984), 221-222.
17
Another major purpose was to set the stage for the destruction of colonialism through
the articles that promised to lower trade barriers and to allow all peoples to choose
their form of government. Churchill deluded himself that these promises would not
apply to the British Empire. Roosevelt always intended that they would.
18
United States Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States, Diplomatic
Papers 1941: Volume I, General, The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: GPO, 1958), 194195. The same message notes that the U.S. would contribute to Hitler’s defeat and
participate in the restoration of “peace and order” afterward – although the United
States was not even in the war yet!
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Stalin strongly desired a “Second Front” in France to divert
German forces from the campaign in the USSR. In 1941, he repeatedly
demanded a Second Front or the dispatch of a large British force to
fight in Russia, both of which Churchill rejected as totally beyond
Britain’s military capability. These demands strengthened the case for
Stalin’s other demands – increased aid and recognition of the USSR’s
1941 frontiers. In December 1941, Stalin renewed his call for
recognition of the USSR’s 1941 frontiers, and proposed significant
19
territorial changes in Eastern Europe. Eden fended him off with
references to the Atlantic Charter. The Americans informed the British
20
and the Soviets of their opposition to any such deal. Roosevelt’s
chief objection was not the satisfaction of Stalin’s territorial desires,
but that he had not yet met Stalin to secure Stalin’s agreement on the
21
nature of the postwar world and the treatment of Germany. If the
British satisfied Stalin’s territorial demands, then Stalin’s incentive to
meet Roosevelt would be greatly diminished.
Soviet pressure on the British mounted during the early
months of 1942. The British feared that Stalin would conclude a
separate peace with Hitler or that overt Soviet hostility would
generate a political crisis in Britain. Thus, on March 30, the British
informed the Americans that they were willing to accept the Soviet
demands. In particular, the British noted that as they were unable to
launch a Second Front, “Great Britain is forced to conclude this treaty
22
with Stalin as a political substitute for material military assistance.”
Roosevelt sought to entice Stalin into dropping his immediate
demand for recognition of the USSR’s 1941 frontiers by offering to
launch a Second Front in Europe. Army studies conducted in early
1942 were the basis for this offer. Then-obscure General Eisenhower,
who ran the Operations Division of the War Plans Division (WPD) of
the Army staff, argued in February 1942 that the need to keep Russia
in the war as well as logistical considerations demanded concentration
in Britain for a landing in France in 1942. Eisenhower regarded the
security of Alaska, Australia, and the bases between Hawaii and

19
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Australia as merely “highly desirable” not strategically vital. He
23
recommended only minimum reinforcement of the Pacific.
Another study completed on March 6, 1942, considered that
600,000 ground troops would need to assemble in Britain in order to
land in France with a substantial enough force to divert the Germans
from the Eastern Front. However, the same study noted that given the
large commitment of forces – about 500,000 men – needed to secure
the Pacific and locations other than Britain, the U.S. could ship only
51,000 ground troops to Britain by July 1942. Therefore, the study
noted, the American “force available for the European Theater is not
24
adequate for a major offensive.” The study included a plan for a
ground assault in France in mid-September 1942 consisting almost
entirely of British troops. Before this study was even complete,
additional commitments of U.S. forces to the Pacific further reduced
the possible number of American troops that could be sent to Britain.
The Navy, meanwhile, vigorously pushed for additional air
and ground reinforcements to garrison South Pacific islands. The Chief
of Naval Operations, Admiral King, did not wish to remain on the
strategic defensive. He wanted to launch counterattacks against Japan
as soon as possible. Marshall agreed to supply additional Army troops
to garrison Efate and Tonga, and conceded that a limited offensive in
the Southwest Pacific might be possible. He noted, however, that the
entire world situation would need examination before a larger Army
25
ground and air buildup in the Pacific could begin.
In March, the Joint Chiefs of Staff considered three
alternatives: firstly, strongly reinforcing the Pacific at the expense of
Europe, secondly, strongly reinforcing Britain while risking the loss of
the Southwest Pacific, and thirdly, providing the South Pacific with the
minimum forces required for a defensive while building up in Britain
for an offensive at the earliest possible date. The JCS approved the
third course – “limited deployment in the Pacific and concurrent
preparation for a campaign in Europe.” The logic was consistent with
prewar plans and the Arcadia agreement.

23
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Roosevelt Proposes a Second Front

On March 25, 1942, the
President
approved
the
development of a strategic plan
for an invasion of Western Europe.
This led to the so-called Marshall
Memorandum, which reiterated
the undeniable logic of attacking
occupied France from Britain. The
Memorandum
asserted
the
“unique opportunity to establish
an active sector on this front this
summer” through air attacks and
raids that would provide “some
help to Russia,” satisfy public
opinion, and make green units into
veterans.
The
Memorandum
assumed that the Allies would
hold the “Alaska-Hawaii-Samoa- Army Chief of Staff George Marshall,
shown here in 1946, proposed an
Australia” line; Pacific garrison
early invasion of France – but then
strength would rise from 175,000 sent major forces to the Pacific. (DOD)
to 300,000; and, Russia would
remain in the war. The primary objective was to invade between Le
Havre and Boulogne on April 1, 1943. During the buildup phase, one
million U.S. troops in 30 divisions would assemble in Britain along with
3,250 combat aircraft and 400 transport aircraft. The British would
contribute 18 divisions and 2,550 combat aircraft.
The Memorandum provided for a “limited operation” with a
September 15 target date. The Allies would launch this attack if Russia
seemed about to collapse, “in which case the attack should be
considered as a sacrifice for the common good,” or if Germany was
critically weakened. American forces would include 700 combat
aircraft, 200 transport aircraft, and three and a half divisions. British
forces would include 5,000 combat aircraft and another division or
two. Projected landing craft availability constrained this attack to five
26
divisions. Shortly after the completion of the memorandum, the

26
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build-up in Britain was code-named Operation Bolero. The 1942 attack
was named Operation Sledgehammer, and the 1943 attack was named
Operation Roundup.
The Marshall Memorandum had certain internal tensions.
Marshall stressed the urgency of helping Russia, and argued that the
Anglo-Americans might need to launch a desperate, sacrificial attack
to achieve this. At the same time he proposed almost to double U.S.
forces in the Pacific. This would render a sacrifice attack in France
impossible – with American troops, anyway. On March 11, Roosevelt
informed Treasury Secretary Morgenthau that he would rather lose
27
Australia and New Zealand than have Russia collapse. Ultimately,
though, despite repeated expressions of the extreme importance of
assisting Russia, Roosevelt and Marshall did not prioritize sending
28
troops to Europe until late 1943. Nor did they prioritize the
production and deployment of landing craft to Britain, despite
repeated anxious prodding from the British from April to June. All this
casts serious doubt on the sincerity of their commitment to
29
Sledgehammer – and even to Roundup.
In any event, as soon as the British announced their intention
to accept Stalin’s demands for postwar frontiers on the grounds that
they were unable to launch a Second Front, Roosevelt countered with
a proposal that the British and Americans should launch a Second
Front. Roosevelt approved Marshall’s memorandum on April 1, and
immediately informed Churchill that he was sending Harry Hopkins
and Marshall to London to secure British approval. Roosevelt invited
Stalin to meet in Alaska later in the summer, and urged him to send

27
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Molotov to Washington to hear the details of this “very important
30
military proposal.”
During the first months of 1942, British planners actively
studied the problems of cross-channel attack. They shared the
American concern that Russia might collapse in the summer, and
examined making a sacrifice landing to prevent this calamity. Such a
landing would require at least six divisions, which would probably be
lost. Britain could not afford to throw away six divisions; the Eighth
Army in North Africa typically consisted of seven divisions. The field
army in Britain in 1942 had twenty-two divisions, including Polish and
31
Canadian formations. But, the British believed that a “deliberate
assault” in 1943 could succeed. Thus, the British were well-prepared
to meet Marshall. They entirely agreed with his proposal for a major
operation in 1943. The British accepted the proposed “emergency
operation” in 1942 only as a possible contingency, not a definite
commitment, which was exactly how Marshall presented it.
Many American historians later insinuated that the British
had somehow reneged on the April agreement when they later
refused to launch Sledgehammer. For example, Robert Sherwood
entitles his chapter on April 1942 “The Decision to Attack” and then
his chapter on July 1942 “The Decision Is Changed.” The April decision
was to attack in September only if specific conditions were met. The
British rejection, in July, of Sledgehammer did not “change” the April
decision because these conditions were not met. An equally false
insinuation is that rejection of Sledgehammer indicated an intention to
scuttle Roundup. What the British agreed to do, on April 14, 1942, was
to establish a Second Front in April 1943. Logistical planning for Bolero
began immediately in Washington and London.
Just after this London meeting, dramatic events occurred in
the Pacific. The Doolittle Raid of April 18, 1942, usually interpreted as
an effort to raise home front morale, actually sought to divert
Japanese attention from moving into the Indian Ocean, against
Australia, or against Siberia. The raid achieved this critical strategic
30

Foreign Relations of the United States, 1942, Volume III, 542-543.
The field army was equipped and trained to fight overseas. The British maintained
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purpose. It cemented Japan’s emerging consensus for invading
Midway in order to bring American carriers to battle and destroy
32
them. The Battle of the Coral Sea in early May defeated Japan’s
move against Port Moresby at the cost of an American carrier.

The Doolittle Raid focused Japanese attention on the Central Pacific
and precipitated the Battle of Midway. (Navy)

The Japanese approach to Australia provoked calls from the
Australian government, General MacArthur and Admiral King to
reinforce the Southwest Pacific. King even argued that the Pacific
33
problem was more urgent and more immediate than Bolero.
Roosevelt informed MacArthur that the most important task in 1942
was to support Russia with lend-lease aid and an offensive in Europe
34
to divert German forces. (MacArthur replied that the best way to
assist Russia would be to reinforce him so he could attack Japan in the
Southwest Pacific!) Nonetheless, on April 29 Roosevelt indicated his
desire to raise the number of aircraft and ground troops in Australia.
Marshall warned the President on May 3 that during his trip to
London, his proposals had been “greatly embarrassed by the fact that
we could only propose two and a half divisions to participate in the
35
cross-Channel attack by September 15th.” Further reinforcement of
Australia would mean that “our recent proposal to the British
36
Government for 1942 has, in effect, largely been cancelled.”
32
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Marshall recommended that the President choose between Bolero
(“this operation for 1942”) and the Pacific, and drop Bolero entirely if
it was not the top priority. Roosevelt replied, “I do not want ‘Bolero’
37
slowed down.” He again stressed the importance of helping the USSR
38
and his determination to establish a Second Front in 1942.
The British, of course, had not agreed to attack in 1942, and
thus references to Sledgehammer as a definite undertaking reflected
faulty assumptions. If the Americans truly regarded Sledgehammer as
a matter of utmost national importance, they should have rushed
enough troops to Britain to conduct the operation entirely with
American ground forces. At minimum, they should have halted further
troop movements to the Pacific, and rejected any Pacific offensives.
Yet over the coming months, the deployment of Army manpower
continued to favor the Pacific, and just eight weeks later, Marshall and
King approved an offensive in the Solomons. America’s Pacificoriented actions were manifestly at odds with her Europe-oriented
words. This calls into question the sincerity of those words.
Stalin rejected Roosevelt’s request for a meeting in Alaska,
but agreed to send Molotov to London and Washington. Molotov
arrived in London in late May. The American Ambassador to Britain,
Joseph Winant, informed Molotov that the British and Americans were
both “interested in” a Second Front, though Winant could not promise
“action this year” as Molotov wished. However, both the President
and the Secretary of State were “definitely opposed to a British39
Russian treaty containing agreements on frontiers.” Due to these
objections, the Anglo-Soviet treaty signed on May 26 contained no
secret agreements on territorial issues.
Molotov pressed Churchill to establish a Second Front in 1942
to divert forty German divisions from the USSR. Churchill emphasized
the shortage of landing craft as a limiting factor, and stated that a
landing in 1942 would be unlikely to divert German forces from the
East. However, the Allies planned to land in force in 1943. The British
sent an Aide Memoire to the Soviets stating that a landing in 1942 was
in preparation but might not be feasible: “We can therefore give no
promise in the matter, but, provided that it appears sound and
37
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38
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40

sensible, we shall not hesitate to put our plans into effect.” Churchill
sent Roosevelt an account of his conversation with Molotov that made
41
the British position abundantly clear.
Molotov then flew to Washington, where he met Roosevelt
and Hopkins. Roosevelt proposed that after the war, the “Big Four”
(Britain, America, the USSR, and China) should be the world
policemen, and that “all other nations save the Big Four should be
disarmed.” This would include not only the Axis aggressors (Germany,
Italy and Japan) but major Allied nations, like France and Poland, and
even neutral nations like Spain and Turkey. Roosevelt also suggested
taking colonial possessions from “weak nations” and putting them
42
under “international trusteeship” with the Soviets as a trustee.
Molotov’s June 1942
visit to Washington is
best known for their
agreement to create a
Second Front in 1942.
But, FDR also conveyed
to him the outline of a
postwar world based on
US-Soviet
hegemony
and the destruction of
European colonialism.
(FDR Library)

At a meeting with Roosevelt, Hopkins, and Marshall on May
30, Molotov again agitated for a Second Front in 1942 strong enough
to divert forty German divisions. Roosevelt asked Marshall whether
“we could say to Mr. Stalin that we are preparing a Second Front.”
Marshall said yes, and Roosevelt “authorized Mr. Molotov to inform
43
Mr. Stalin that we expect the formation of a Second Front this year.”
This promise contradicted Marshall’s agreement with the British and
what Churchill had said to Molotov. Thus, it was Roosevelt, not
40
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Churchill, who tried to change the Anglo-American deal concluded in
April. Nevertheless, Roosevelt informed Churchill that he wished
“definite action” in France in 1942, ostensibly to prevent Russian
44
collapse. On Molotov’s return to the USSR, the Soviets, British and
Americans issued a joint communiqué stating that “full understanding
was reached with regard to the urgent tasks of creating a Second
45
Front in Europe in 1942.” Alas, the three parties to the communiqué
had a different understanding of these tasks!
Churchill returned to Washington from June 19-25 to discuss
the Second Front. Even before his arrival, a British Admiral, Lord Louis
Mountbatten, told Roosevelt of the difficulties of landing in France in
1942. According to Mountbatten, Roosevelt suggested conducting
46
Gymnast instead. At meetings of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, the
British noted that they had examined operations in France in 1942,
including a landing in the Pas de Calais and the establishment of
bridgeheads in Normandy or Brittany. They believed these plans
“unlikely to achieve important results” or to relieve pressure on the
Soviets. But, the British agreed that the basic logic of Bolero remained
sound, and that the buildup for Roundup in 1943 should proceed.
Interestingly, the arguments that Marshall and King used
against Gymnast in conversations with the British applied in spades to
the operations in the Solomons that Marshall and King were studying
at precisely the same time. (Marshall and King discussed the proposed
Solomons offensive throughout June.) King noted that Gymnast would
open a new front “with all the increase in overheads and escort and
transportation problems involved” – problems that would be even
more serious in the Solomons. Marshall said that “large scale
operations on the Continent in 1943 would clearly not be possible
unless all efforts were concentrated now on their preparation.” Only a
47
week later he approved a new major effort in the Pacific! The
projected Solomons offensive would not require as many ground
forces as Roundup or even Gymnast, but as we shall see, offensive
action in the Southwest Pacific made predictably huge demands on
American shipping.
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The Combined Chiefs of Staff concluded that they should
push ahead with preparations for “a full scale attack in Northwest
48
France” in 1943 rather than Gymnast – but they were overruled.
Roosevelt demanded offensive action in Europe in 1942. Churchill
stated that Britain “would not favor an operation [in France] that was
certain to lead to disaster.” As the Americans had not presented a plan
for Sledgehammer that could succeed, Churchill suggested Gymnast as
49
an alternative. Rommel’s capture of Tobruk on June 21 and
subsequent advance into Egypt reinforced the argument for Gymnast.
Midway and the Solomons Offensive
The British visit occurred a few weeks after the Battle of
Midway, which broke the back of Japan’s carrier force, and as a
practical matter eliminated the Japanese threat to Hawaii, Fiji, Samoa,
New Caledonia, Siberia, or the Indian Ocean. After Midway, the
Japanese established a base on Guadalcanal and tried to capture Port
Moresby overland from the north coast of New Guinea. Midway
provoked enthusiastic calls to exploit the victory. A number of
possibilities were under discussion during June at the same time as
Sledgehammer and Gymnast. MacArthur proposed retaking the
Bismarck Archipelago. Marshall envisaged retaking eastern New
Guinea and New Britain. King suggested landing in the Solomons and
working towards Rabaul. All these plans involved employment of the
three Army infantry divisions already in the South Pacific, as well as
the 1st Marine Division (en route to New Zealand), the 2nd Marine
Division (which left for the South Pacific in early July), land-based
aircraft in Australia, naval forces, and transport shipping. On July 2,
Marshall and King signed a joint directive for a three-task offensive in
the Southwest Pacific, Operation Watchtower. Task One was to
occupy positions in the Solomons on August 1. Task Two was to
liberate northern New Guinea and the remainder of the Solomons.
Task Three was to capture Rabaul and positions in New Britain and
50
New Ireland.
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The Solomons
offensive was very
challenging logistically
due to great distances
and
primitive
infrastructure.
The
nearest major port,
Brisbane, was 7,000
miles
from
San
Francisco, 1,100 miles
from New Guinea, and
1,300 miles from the
Solomons. The nearest
forward base, Nouméa,
was a small port about
1,000
miles
from
Guadalcanal.
Weak
intra-theater transport
meant that “direct
shipments from the
United States to each
base or port often
South Pacific Distances. Source: George C. Dyer,
represented the most
The Amphibians Came To Conquer (Washington:
efficient method of
51
GPO, 1969), 251.
supply.” Forces in the
Southwest Pacific were more than twice as hard to support as forces
in Europe: “Marshall and King estimated that shipping that could
transport 100,000 troops to the British Isles would move only 40,000
to Australia, while a larger amount of cargo shipping would be needed
52
to support the latter deployment than the former.”
Global Logistics and Strategy argues that the July 2 decision
“was made, at least on the Army side, without any calculation of what
the ultimate cost would be in terms of additional commitments of
53
men and material to the Pacific war front.” Even without an exact
calculation, the Army knew that the Solomons operation would create
demands for additional resources. For this reason, Army Operations
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Division (OPD) staffers preferred an immediate strike at Rabaul,
leaving Japanese forces in the Solomons to wither on the vine. OPD
correctly predicted that moving progressively up the Solomons would
cause Japan to reinforce Rabaul and contest each rung of the
54
Solomons ladder.
MacArthur would obviously need more resources after
completing Task One. Indeed, after receiving approval for Task One, he
immediately requested the reinforcements needed to conduct Tasks
55
Two and Three! This request was denied on July 10, but nobody
could imagine that this problem would go away or that Bolero would
be unaffected. As the Army history notes, “by its very nature, the plan
for a Pacific offensive was bound to generate demands for additional
commitments of manpower and materials, demands of an emergency
nature that the Army staff in Washington could hardly resist, however
much they might wish to follow the principle of concentration on the
56
Atlantic front.”
The decision to take the offensive in the Solomons was totally
incompatible with Marshall’s agreement with the British in April and
with Roosevelt’s promise to Molotov in May. Moreover, the decision
was taken before the British formally rejected Sledgehammer,
although they were clearly leaning in that direction. Marshall knew
that concentration in Britain placed great demands on limited shipping
resources, and that commitments in the Pacific placed Sledgehammer
and Roundup at risk. Nevertheless, he approved an operation in the
Pacific that involved large demands on shipping. Each ship that moved
and supported men to and within the South Pacific was manifestly not
moving men from New York to Liverpool. Given that Roosevelt and
Marshall approved actions in the Pacific that necessarily prevented
concentration in Britain, their arguments for a Second Front, although
vehemently and repeatedly advanced, were simply disingenuous.
Was Roosevelt Serious about Sledgehammer?
On July 8, the British formally notified the Americans that
they did not support landing in France in 1942. They again suggested
Gymnast as an alternative. Marshall submitted a petulant and illogical
54
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recommendation that unless the British agreed to a Second Front in
1942, the Americans should “turn immediately to the Pacific with
57
strong forces and drive for a decision against Japan.”
Roosevelt rejected this effort to force Britain’s hand. He
instructed Marshall to try one last time to convince the British to
launch a Second Front in 1942. If this failed, Marshall had to secure
agreement on action against the Germans somewhere else in 1942.
Hopkins, Marshall, and King flew to London and urged the British to
seize a foothold in Normandy in 1942. This plan had no chance of
tactical success, and the British declined it. On July 25 the Americans
accepted Gymnast, renamed Operation Torch, with a target date of
October 30.
The logical and strategically disciplined response to the
rejection of Sledgehammer was not a turn to the Pacific. As Roosevelt
observed in his response to Marshall, an all-out effort against Japan
would not defeat Germany, but the “defeat of Germany means the
58
defeat of Japan” – albeit not as easily as Roosevelt claimed. The
proper response was to continue Bolero and proceed with Roundup in
the spring of 1943 – the program that Marshall himself designed in
April. Torch, on the other hand, would certainly compete with and
delay Bolero, and possibly prohibit Roundup. Marshall repeatedly
warned Roosevelt about this, most recently during Churchill’s June
59
visit. Therefore, Roosevelt’s decision to conduct Torch indicated that
he very likely wanted to postpone Roundup until 1944. This is all the
more probable due to his approval of Watchtower just a few weeks
beforehand. To launch Roundup in 1943 after conducting two
shipping-intensive amphibious operations in late 1942 would be
extremely challenging indeed.
American troop deployments indicate lack of seriousness
about Sledgehammer. In December 1941, the Army had 1.7 million
men. Only 192,000 were outside the Continental United States –
primarily in the Philippines, Hawaii, Alaska, and the Caribbean. The
Army mobilized another 3.7 million men during 1942. Due to lack of
shipping, only one million of the Army’s 5.4 million men were overseas
by December 1942. From December 1941 to April 1942, despite the
57
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“Germany first” strategy, the Army shipped 21,997 men to Europe,
60
144,929 men to the Pacific, and 39,054 men elsewhere. This was
understandable enough given Japan’s successes. But, between the
April 1 approval of the plan for a Second Front and the rejection of
Sledgehammer on July 8, the Army sent 54,275 men to Europe,
61
147,145 men to the Pacific, and 21,596 men elsewhere.
Furthermore, 45,000 Marines sailed for the South Pacific during this
62
period; Marine divisions never fought in Europe, but they could
easily have spearheaded Sledgehammer. When the British rejected
Sledgehammer, two months before the projected launch date of
Sledgehammer and nine months before Roundup, American forces in
Britain were puny: 38,699 ground troops, 12,517 Army Air Force
63
personnel, 26 combat aircraft, and 238 small landing craft. Bolero
had made scant progress in the preceding three months.
In total, between Pearl Harbor and the British rejection of
Sledgehammer, the Army sent 76,272 men to Europe and 352,724
men to other theaters. The combined Army and Marine strategic
deployment ratio was over five to one against the buildup in Britain
64
that Marshall ardently advocated in words if not in action. This ratio
understates the degree to which the buildup in Britain was
shortchanged, because U.S. troops could assemble in Britain faster
than anywhere else except Hawaii. A round trip from the United States
to the South or Southwest Pacific took almost twice as long as a round
65
trip from the East Coast to Britain. For every man or ton of cargo
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sent to these regions, nearly two men or two tons could be sent to
Britain. If America had ceased sending reinforcements to the South
and Southwest Pacific after reaching agreement with the British on
Bolero in April, then approximately 100,000 American troops would
have defended these areas (90,721 Army and 10,000 Marines). In
principle, the Army could then have sent about 213,000 men to Britain
66
through the end of June. By deciding against further reinforcement
of the Southwest Pacific, especially the 2nd Marine Division sent in
July, America could have marshaled 493,907 troops in Britain by
67
September 1942. This would have comfortably exceeded the OPD’s
target of 364,585 troops in a “balanced ground force” for
68
Sledgehammer. Marshall could then have made the case for a
“sacrifice” invasion of France in September 1942 using only American
troops. The British could hardly have resisted this argument, and
Churchill would likely not have issued his veto.
Sledgehammer would most likely have ended as disastrously
as the August 1942 Dieppe Raid but on a larger scale. At the time,
Eisenhower admitted that the “odds of a successful landing were only
69
one in two and of maintaining a beachhead one in five.” The
principal reasons Roosevelt, Marshall, and Eisenhower argued for
launching the operation at such odds were political and psychological
– essentially, to make Stalin happy. These arguments gained no
traction in London. Meanwhile, American actions were completely
inconsistent with their words. Roosevelt and Marshall did not
prioritize sending American troops or amphibious assault shipping to
Britain, did not prioritize production of landing craft, and approved an
offensive in the Southwest Pacific that necessarily conflicted with
66
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Sledgehammer. Therefore, Sledgehammer was not, in reality, their top
priority, despite their intense pressure on the British and promises to
the Soviets.
Could Japan Have Isolated Australia?
The disparity between Roosevelt’s and Marshall’s emphasis
on the Second Front and the concentration of U.S. forces in the Pacific
is sometimes explained in terms of bureaucratic and domestic politics
– i.e., King and MacArthur effectively advocated for a tilt to the Pacific,
70
and the American public demanded punishment for Japan. A more
plausible interpretation is that Japanese advances in New Guinea and
the Solomons threatened Allied communications with Australia, and
this emergency required the Americans to divert forces from the build71
up in Britain. The need to send forces to defend the lines of
communication to Australia before Midway was quite clear, but the
rationale for taking the offensive in the Solomons after Midway was
weak even disregarding its effects on Bolero.

Fiji

New Caledonia

Samoa

Red circles represent
approximate
Zero
combat radius from
Port Moresby and
Guadalcanal. Based
there, the Japanese
could defend Rabaul
but could not cut the
Allied supply lines to
Australia and New
Zealand. The Latter
would require taking
Samoa, Fiji, or New
Caledonia,
which
Japan could not do
after Midway.
Map Source: John
Miller, Guadalcanal:
The First Offensive
(Washington,
D.C.:
GPO, 1949).
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The sea lines of communication from the United States to
Australia ran south of New Caledonia, more than 1,000 miles from
Guadalcanal. The Japanese Zero fighter aircraft had a combat radius of
600 miles from a land base, and Japanese anti-shipping aircraft could
not operate effectively beyond this fighter cover. Thus, Japan could
not threaten the lines of communication with Australia without
capturing New Caledonia, Fiji, or Samoa. This was precisely why
America garrisoned them. Japanese conquest of these islands was
basically impossible after April, due to American ground troops and air
forces that arrived in the first months of 1942, and certainly after
Midway. The Japanese had planned invasions of these islands before
Midway, but postponed and then cancelled them afterward. Those
plans reflected weak Japanese intelligence on American dispositions; it
assigned three battalions to invade New Caledonia, five for Fiji, and
one for Samoa. On April 2, there was already an American division on
New Caledonia, a Marine brigade on Samoa (with a second brigade
arriving in early June), and two New Zealand brigades (10,000 men) on
72
Fiji. Army and Navy fighter squadrons guarded Australia, New
Caledonia, Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, and other islands between Hawaii and
73
Australia. These Allied forces had already, by July, inflicted punishing
74
attrition on Japanese air forces in Rabaul.
The immediate purpose of Japan’s base on Guadalcanal and
the overland drive on Port Moresby was strategically defensive – to
deny America airbases within range of Rabaul. Given that Rabaul
ultimately proved useless to Japan – America never even bothered to
capture it – Japanese possession of Guadalcanal or even Port Moresby
could have no decisive consequences for the Allies. Japan planned to
base 45 Zero fighters and 60 land-based bombers on Guadalcanal in
late 1942. A force this small could hardly have supported invasions in
75
the New Hebrides. Japan’s inability to construct bases rapidly and
sustain them suggests that a “stepping stone” campaign from, say,
Guadalcanal to Espiritu Santo to New Caledonia would have taken far
too long to succeed before the Allies countered it.
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Undoubtedly, lack of American action on Guadalcanal would
have enabled Japan to devote greater resources to the capture of Port
Moresby. Yet from there, Japan could not have invaded or even
blockaded Australia. Zero fighters based at Port Moresby could only
have reached the strategically barren Cape York peninsula, nowhere
near the sea lanes from the United States to Brisbane and Sydney. In
sum, the potential costs and risks of America remaining on the
defensive in the Southwest Pacific after Midway were low.
The Americans were aware of Japanese activities in the
Solomons, and the notion that they might try to advance towards the
New Hebrides was not unreasonable. To launch a major amphibious
offensive in response, however, was definitely illogical if the nation’s
primary strategic goal required massing forces in Britain. A defensive
response, such as the deployment of additional land-based fighters to
the theater, would probably have contained any Japanese threats
from Guadalcanal.
Roosevelt’s Bait and Switch
A better explanation for the disparity between Roosevelt and
Marshall’s emphasis on the Second Front and the concentration in the
Pacific lies in Roosevelt’s grand strategy. In early 1942, Roosevelt
promised a Second Front in order to keep the Soviets in the war and
induce them to drop their demands about frontiers. However, actually
delivering a Second Front before Roosevelt had personally met Stalin
and secured his agreement on postwar world order would have been
counterproductive. Stalin would have little incentive to meet
Roosevelt if the primary thing Stalin wanted (a Second Front) was
already established. The excessive troop commitments to the Pacific in
1942 therefore served Roosevelt well. This ensured he could not
deliver on his Second Front promise and put the onus for lack of
delivery on the British.
Churchill decided to explain the decision for Torch to Stalin
personally. Churchill reached Moscow in August after an arduous
journey, and stated that German strength in France was too high and
Allied strength in landing craft was too low to permit a landing.
Churchill noted the advantages of Torch. Stalin formally replied that
the failure to deliver a Second Front as promised was a “moral blow”
to Soviet public opinion and “complicates the situation of the Red
Army.” The Soviets maintained that “the most favorable conditions”
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existed for a Second Front in 1942 because the Germans in France
were weak, which might not be the case in 1943. Therefore, “the
creation of a Second Front in Europe in 1942 is possible and should be
effected.” To this, Churchill responded that his June 1942 Aide
Memoire did not promise a Second Front, and Torch was a better
Second Front in 1942 than landing in France. True enough, but
76
Churchill’s emphasis on Roundup in 1943 later proved embarrassing.
The British believed that Roundup was still viable even after
77
the Allies conducted Torch. Marshall and King, however, insisted that
the British acknowledge that Torch would render Roundup
“impracticable of successful execution in 1943 and therefore that we
78
have definitely accepted a defensive, encircling line of action.” The
Americans asserted that Torch justified sending fifteen American air
79
groups and an infantry division to the Pacific. The British chiefs did
not agree that Torch was a “defensive” operation or that Roundup was
impossible in 1943. They declared their determination “to go ahead
80
with preparations for an invasion of the Continent on a large scale.”
The Americans remained adamant on this point, and the British chiefs
felt they had to concede given Marshall’s agreement to Torch. When
the British chiefs presented this to the War Cabinet, Churchill rejected
the idea that Roundup was impossible, and sent a telegram to
Roosevelt to that effect. There followed an Anglo-American exchange
of views over whether or not the “Germany First” strategy of the
Arcadia Conference was still in effect. This discussion was largely
academic. The landing of the 1st Marine Division on Guadalcanal on
August 7 was a fait accompli that represented the de facto
abandonment of the previously agreed strategy.
Watchtower’s Effect on Torch
The Pacific concentration adversely affected the execution of
Operation Torch in two ways. The lack of escorts and assault shipping
in the Atlantic delayed the start of the operation, and limited the
number of landings. These factors, combined with the American
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determination to land a strong force in Morocco, ensured that the
Allies could not seize French North Africa in a rapid, decisive
operation. If Torch had been conducted sooner, or forces landed
further east, then the Allies might have been able to capture Tunisia
before the Germans could react in strength. The conquest of Tunisia in
late 1942 would certainly have reopened the question of conducting
Roundup. The cautious conduct of Torch, partly dictated by the
diversion in the Solomons, kept Roundup’s coffin nailed shut.

The naval campaign in the Solomons included seven major battles: Savo Island
(August 9), Eastern Solomons (August 25), Cape Esperance (October 11-12), Santa
Cruz Islands (October 26), two Naval Battles of Guadalcanal (November 13 and 14),
and Tassafaronga (November 30). The campaign cost the U.S. Navy many ships,
including the carriers USS Wasp (left, Navy photo) and Hornet (right, Navy photo).

From August to November 1942, the Japanese responded
vigorously to the American presence on Guadalcanal. The United
States Navy fought seven major battles, and constantly sought to
reinforce and resupply American forces while interdicting Japanese
reinforcement and resupply. Navy losses included two fleet carriers,
six cruisers, fifteen destroyers, and four troop transports sunk,
81
hundreds of aircraft lost, and numerous ships damaged. At the
height of the struggle for Guadalcanal, on October 24, the President
demanded strong reinforcements for the region. King stated that one
battleship, six cruisers, two destroyers, 24 submarines, 75 fighters,
and 56 bombers would proceed to the Southwest Pacific.
Furthermore, “thirty transports had been allocated to the South
Pacific for November, and twenty additional 7,000-ton ships would be
diverted later.” Marshall promised to send additional Army heavy
82
bombers and fighters. These forces were unavailable to support
81
82
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Operation Torch. During the Battle of the Santa Cruz Islands on
October 26, 1942, the Japanese sank the USS Hornet, and damaged
the only other American carrier in the Pacific, the USS Enterprise.
Admiral Halsey requested that the British loan him carriers from their
Indian Ocean fleet – hardly the optimum situation less than two weeks
before the start of Operation Torch!
The Pacific campaign imposed a heavy burden on American
troop and cargo lift in late 1942. The Army shipped new ground and
air forces from the United States, including one division to Hawaii and
another on an epic voyage to Guadalcanal via New Zealand and
83
Nouméa. Furthermore, American troop movements within the
Pacific theater necessarily involved long ocean journeys. The 25th
Division moved from Hawaii to Guadalcanal (a longer voyage than
from New York to Britain), the Americal Division moved from New
Caledonia to Guadalcanal, the 2nd Marine Division moved from New
Zealand to Guadalcanal, and the 1st Marine Division withdrew to New
84
Zealand (a longer voyage than from Britain to Algiers). Pacific
movements unavoidably competed for shipping with Torch.
The first troop convoys left the East Coast for Operation
Torch on October 22. The landings began on November 8, and in the
following month Allied forces raced the Germans to secure Tunisia.
Any ship on a Pacific run that left the West Coast much after
September 1 could not support Torch – but from September to
85
December, large convoys were en route to Pacific destinations. Army
shipments to the Pacific (110,007 troops and 1,823,983 tons cargo)

83
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exceeded shipments to North Africa (102,860 troops and 1,019,780
86
tons cargo) from September to December:
Army Troops and Cargo Shipped from CONUS Overseas, September to December 1942
North Africa
Troops

Alaska

Hawaii

South / SW Pacific

Tons
Cargo

Troops

Tons
Cargo

Troops

Tons
Cargo

Troops

Tons
Cargo

Sep

-

-

4,805

164,128

10,145

100,314

12,367

101,443

Oct

33,584

239,855

4,372

231,689

4,524

98,871

25,039

189,197

Nov

31,693

428,033

6,634

140,965

10,774

131,236

6,904

176,403

Dec

37,583

351,892

5,397

208,976

2,834

98,304

16,212

182,457

North Africa Totals: 102,860 troops and 1,019,780 tons cargo
Pacific Totals:
110,007 troops and 1,823,983 tons cargo

In viewing the above table, note that shipments to the South
and Southwest Pacific had turnaround times half again as long as
shipments to the Mediterranean. A major reason for the slow
turnaround time in the Pacific was poor port facilities. During the
Solomons campaign, supplies and troops were funneled through
Nouméa in New Caledonia, where lack of docks and warehouses
forced the Army and Navy to use vessels in harbor as floating storage.
This resulted in a large backlog of idle shipping. At any given time from
September through November, some ninety ships were anchored at
Nouméa. This was the exact time that Army planners were just barely
87
scraping together enough shipping for Torch. When engineers built
enough docks and storage facilities to solve the problem in early 1943,
victory at Guadalcanal made their efforts irrelevant. The fighting then
moved further away! Lack of ports in the region created a large
demand for intra-theater transport of all kinds; landing craft, barges,
short-haul craft, and ocean-going vessels. MacArthur acquired a
“permanent local fleet” of transport ships assigned indefinitely to the
theater under his control. In June 1942 this fleet had 32 ships. It grew
88
to 52 ships by the end of 1943 and more than 140 ships in 1945.
The total effect of offensive action in the Pacific on the global
distribution of American transport and amphibious assault shipping in
86
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late 1942 was large. Assessment is complicated because the Army and
the Navy each controlled a fleet of transport ships commissioned into
their service, and also chartered War Shipping Administration and
foreign vessels to transport troops and cargo to and within the
Southwest Pacific. Army transport statistics are precise and readily
available. In the second half of 1942, more troop shipping tonnage
was in the Pacific than the Atlantic until December. The total tonnage
and number of ships in the Atlantic was higher, principally due to the
larger concentration of cargo tonnage in the Atlantic. About two
89
vessels were in the Pacific for every three in the Atlantic:
Vessels Under Army Control, 1942
Pacific DWT

Atlantic DWT

Number of Vessels

Troop
Ships

Cargo
Ships

Troop
Ships

Cargo
Ships

Pacific

Atlantic

Total

Aug

329,320

1,140,141

323,096

2,002,458

218

301

519

Sep

360,993

1,204,743

327,554

2,098,325

193

314

507

Oct

362,973

1,157,105

343,830

2,132,293

186

316

502

Nov

351,658

1,223,842

287,298

1,758,839

189

262

451

Dec

381,123

1,139,554

452,163

1,967,951

195

306

501

Deadweight tonnage (DWT) is the weight of cargo, fuel, fresh water, ballast water,
provisions, passengers, and crew.

The Navy had 61 troop transports (AP) in service in 1942. In
November, 34 were in Atlantic service (primarily for Torch) and 27
90
were in Pacific service. The Navy had 13 cargo transports (AK) in
91
Atlantic service and 15 in the Pacific. This does not include the Navy’s
assault troop transports (APA) and cargo transports (AKA). Of these
critically important combat loaders, 15 APA and 7 AKA were in the
Atlantic, and 14 APA and 7 AKA were in the Pacific during November
89

Tonnages from Matloff and Snell, 396. Numbers from Army Service Forces, Statistical
Review: World War II (Washington, DC: War Department, 1946), 145.
90
Derived from http://www.navsource.org/archives/09/22/22idx.htm. I do not include
those transferred to Army service or under repair. In Atlantic service: AP 8, 15,17, 24,
25, 26, 30, 31, 42, 43, 48, 50, 51, 52, 54, 56-61, 64-73, 75-77. In Pacific service: AP 9-14,
16, 22, 23, 27, 29, 32-35, 37-41, 55, 62, 63, 102-105.
91
Derived from http://www.navsource.org/archives/09/13/13idx.htm. In Atlantic
service: AK 13, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27, 46, 47, 48, 49, 55, 56, 63. In Pacific service: AK 14, 15,
16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 30, 42, 43, 50, 53.
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92

1942. The Navy’s thirteen designated “fast transports” (APD) were
also in the Pacific; these were converted destroyers with a small
amphibious assault capability. At need, other destroyers could act in
this role. For example, the USS Dallas (DD 199) landed 75 Army troops
93
at Port Lyautey during Torch.
Of course, the movement of troops overseas was only one
claim on the total Anglo-American shipping pool. Other claims
included the maintenance of troops overseas, imports of raw
materials to the United States, civilian imports to the British Isles, and
lend-lease shipments to Britain and the USSR. These demands directly
competed with each other. The movement of troops and cargo to the
South Pacific, for example, did not just limit the movement of military
troops and cargo to Britain and North Africa, but also reduced cargo
space available for British civilian imports and for lend-lease to Britain
94
and Russia. Torch directly contributed to the British “import crisis”
that came to a head in March 1943. Watchtower contributed
indirectly. The British had to withdraw a large number of ships from
their import program to assault North Africa and maintain Allied
forces there:
“Military demands upon shipping for the forces in
North Africa proved far larger than expected, and
British shipping suffered heavily-far more so than
American-from German submarines during the
period of the North African operation. Apart from
losses, evasive routing in areas where escorting had
to be curtailed or dispensed with lengthened already
long voyages and thus in effect reduced the net
movement of cargo. During the same period,
moreover, Britain was lending her ally ships to move
U.S. cargo from the United Kingdom to North Africasome 682,000 deadweight tons of shipping between
October 1942 and mid-April 1943, or more than
92

In the Atlantic: APA 2, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 22-24, 26-32 and AKA 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 14. In
the Pacific: APA 3-7, 9, 14, 16, 17-21, 25 and AKA 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12.
93
George F. Howe, Northwest Africa: Seizing the Initiative in the West (Washington:
GPO, 1957), 152.
94
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in lend-lease in order to expedite the buildup in Britain for the Second Front. Molotov
declined, sarcastically noting that he might give up the lend-lease and still not get the
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twice as much as the United States lent to Britain for
use on this route. The impact upon the U.K. import
95
program was devastating.”

Clearly, Britain could have devoted more ships to imports if
more American assault shipping was in the Atlantic at the expense of
the Pacific.

The Navy used attack transports like the USS Zeilin for amphibious assaults. They
were a scarce resource in late 1942. (Navy)

Pacific demands delayed Torch one month. On July 30,
Roosevelt instructed the military to launch Torch at the earliest
possible date, and no later than October 30. The British preferred
October 7, to avoid the winter rains that began in late November. (As
it happened, rain and mud indeed slowed the Allied drive on Tunis in
November and December.) The Americans insisted on November 7.
Due to shipping constraints, the operation could be launched at the
96
earlier date at only one-third of the desired strength. Despite direct
entreaties from Churchill to Roosevelt for an attack in October, the
British had to yield to the later date. At a meeting of the Combined
Chiefs of Staff on August 28, Admiral King asserted that the Navy’s
needs at Guadalcanal rendered impossible any transfer of naval
97
strength to the Atlantic. This was even before the naval battles of
October and November, which required additional reinforcements in
the Southwest Pacific. Guadalcanal was an irrevocable commitment
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after the August 7 landings. Yet without Watchtower, an earlier Torch
would have been possible.
The second issue under discussion in August was where to
land. The British and Americans generally agreed on the importance of
securing Oran and Algiers. The British believed that “our primary
consideration must be to forestall the arrival of Axis forces in Tunisia”
and that “the whole conception of ‘Torch’ may stand or fall on this
98
question of the early occupation of Tunisia.” They correctly
estimated that the Germans would take two to four weeks to react in
force. The British advocated landing a strong force at Bône and
Philippeville in eastern Algeria that could immediately drive overland
to Tunis. Axis airpower in Sicily and Sardinia ruled out landings further
east, at Bizerte, without the employment of aircraft carriers. American
fleet carriers were fully committed in the Pacific, and only smaller
carriers were available in the Atlantic.
Bône

Tunis

Algiers
Oran
Morocco

The British wanted to land at Bône and seize Tunis rapidly, but the Americans
insisted on a strong landing in Morocco. Consequently, Allied troops coming from
Algiers were unable to get to Tunis before the Germans. The Solomons campaign
diverted naval resources that would have permitted a landing at Bône as well as in
Morocco. (U.S. Army map)

Interestingly, Eisenhower, who was in London during August,
concurred with the British view. He drafted two plans. The first
featured initial landings at Bône and Algiers with later landings in
Morocco. The second envisaged no landings in Morocco, but only at
99
Oran, Algiers, and Bône. The planned Bône landing consisted of a
Ranger battalion and a British infantry brigade. The infantry brigade
would await the arrival of an armored battalion from Algiers. This
98
99
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force would advance from Bône on D+9 and reach Bizerte and Tunis
on D+11. Behind them, a British infantry division and armored division
would advance from Algiers, reaching Tunis between D+15 and D+22.
100
Northern Tunisia would be secure on D+24.
Roosevelt and Marshall, however, insisted on landing a strong
force in Morocco. The ostensible rationale was to guard against Spain,
alone or more likely with German help, closing the Straits of Gibraltar.
This arbitrary decision had no basis in any intelligence assessment of
101
German capabilities or intentions. The British believed that Spain
would not act by herself. If Germany forced Spain to grant access, the
Luftwaffe would need at least two months to begin attacking from
102
southern Spain. German intervention in Tunisia was far more likely.
Therefore, the Allies could invade Morocco after landing inside the
Mediterranean rather than landing in both places simultaneously.
Washington adamantly insisted on an initial Moroccan landing, even at
the cost of abandoning the landing at Algiers. Marshall and Leahy
argued that the first American offensive in Europe had to succeed. Just
a month after urging the British to risk near-certain failure and great
losses in Sledgehammer, Marshall would accept no risk of failure when
103
American troops were employed!
Finally, on September 5, the Allies agreed to three
simultaneous initial attacks: Casablanca, Oran, and Algiers. The initial
American landings were strongly weighted to the west: 33,843 troops
in Morocco, 37,060 at Oran, and 10,020 at Algiers. The Americans
landed another 20,700 troops at Oran on November 11 and 31,790
troops at Casablanca on November 18. Thus, after three days, 91,603
American and 3,920 British troops were no farther east than Oran, 750
miles from Tunis. Meanwhile, the 63,080 primarily British troops at
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104

Algiers were still over 500 miles from Tunis.
Roosevelt and
Marshall’s determination to land far from the decisive objective
forfeited two of the inherent advantages of amphibious power,
surprise and strategic mobility.
The Race for Tunis
The initial landings were highly successful. French forces in
Algiers surrendered to the Allies on November 8, Oran surrendered on
November 9, and Morocco on November 11. Unfortunately, the
perfidious French in Tunisia offered no resistance to the Germans and
Italians, who brought in forces by air, and through the ports of Bizerte
and Tunis. Axis forces in Tunisia were weak during the first two weeks
– 7,000 Italians and 3,800 Germans. But, by December 1, Axis forces in
Tunisia numbered 26,350, including 10,000 German ground troops
and elements of the 10th Panzer Division. Another 25,000 troops
arrived in December. These forces came from Europe; Rommel’s
troops began the retreat from El Alamein on November 4, and did not
105
reach Tunisia until February.
Allied success in Morocco and Algeria enabled them to divert
their floating reserves to capture the ports of Bougie and Bône on
November 11 and 12, but there were no follow-up forces to exploit
these accomplishments. The British 78th Division moved east from
Algiers on November 15, but lack of transport forced piecemeal
movement and commitment of its three brigades. Advanced forces
engaged the Germans in Tunisia on November 19. Eisenhower ordered
the nearest mobile American unit, Combat Command B of the 1st
Armored Division, to proceed from Oran to Tunisia on November 15.
This force moved 700 miles eastwards with creditable speed, arriving
between November 25 and 28, but was still too late. The main attack
began on November 25. Rain, mud and the enemy stalled the Allies
sixteen miles from Tunis on November 30. The Germans were strong
enough to counterattack in early December. After an Allied assault on
Christmas Day, Allied commanders concluded that they had lost the
race for Tunis. They would need large additional resources to resume
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Despite starting 500 miles
away in Algiers, the Allies
nearly won the race for
Tunis in November 1942.
They were less than 20
miles from Bizerte and
Tunis when German forces
pushed them back. The
campaign then lasted until
May 1943. (Army)

the offensive, and operations dragged on until Axis forces surrendered
106
in May 1943.
The Allies had closely studied the North African port, road
and rail systems before the invasion, and their defects were well107
known. The best way to avoid the problems of overland movement
was to move by sea and disembark closer to the objective. Failing this,
the Allies needed to bring many trains and trucks. Unfortunately, the
Allies did neither. The Americans chose to sacrifice mobility in order to
have a large enough initial force to intimidate the French. The lack of
trucks seriously hindered the advance on Tunis. The Allies had
insufficient trucks to remove cargo promptly from port areas; this
slowed down the unloading of ships. Nor were there enough trucks to
push supplies and troops forward rapidly. The lead units in the
advance were sorely lacking in organic transport, because Washington
planners allocated no 2.5-ton trucks and only 25 to 50 percent of
other required types of vehicles to the forces in Algeria. Thus, the
108
units most in need of mobility lacked it.
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The land transport problem was not solved until March.
Eisenhower asked the War Department for more transport, and a
special convoy, UGS-5A, was quickly dispatched. The convoy’s 25 ships
carried 4,536 2.5-ton trucks, 1,872 1-ton trailers, five railroad
locomotives, and over 50 railroad wagons. Most of the vehicles were
used to carry supplies from Casablanca and Oran to Tunisia. But,
additional trucks enabled the Americans to shift the 90,000-man II
Corps 150 miles to the north, moving four divisions in successive four109
day moves, before the final offensive in April. This magnificent
achievement stands in contrast with the inability to move even a
single division rapidly from Algiers to Tunis in November. One Liberty
ship could carry 425 2.5-ton trucks in boxes, or 120 assembled and
110
ready to drive. If the Allies had done nothing else but send an
additional shipment of trucks to move the 78th Division, they might
well have won the race for Tunis.
Resourcing a Landing at Bône
The Allies could certainly have landed a force at Bône –
perhaps even stronger than Eisenhower originally envisaged. In
principle, the Allies could have achieved this by diverting forces from
the Western Task Force that landed in Morocco. For example, if Task
Forces X and Z (15,507 troops) landed in Morocco on November 8,
with an additional 31,790 troops due as reinforcements on November
18, then Task Force Y (19,364 troops) could have landed at Bône
(leaving earlier to cover the greater distance, of course). Alternatively,
the Allies could have conducted an additional landing at Bône, without
weakening the Western Task Force, using forces from the Pacific.
There would have been ample capability to do so if the Americans had
not launched Watchtower in August.
Bône was undefended. Two companies of British infantry
landed there unopposed from destroyer transports on November
111
12. The port could accommodate 22 ships at berths and had rail
112
connection to Algiers and Tunis. Despite intermittent air attack,
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convoys began arriving in late November, including large convoys like
KMS-5G with 18 cargo ships. From November 26 to March 28, 142
113
cargo ships docked at Bône. The unloading time at Bône even in
November was short. For example, the British troopships Princess
Beatrix and Queen Emma, each with 1,800 troops, arrived on
November 25 and departed on November 26. Cargo ships departed
114
after a week to ten days.
Task Force Y, which landed in Morocco, employed fifteen
transports and consisted of 19,364 troops and 1,732 vehicles. The
transports were combat-loaded, so the troops were ready for action
as soon as they disembarked. The Task Force included three infantry
regiments, artillery, an armor battalion, engineers, and signals
115
troops. Bône clearly had the capacity to accommodate this many
ships at once, and actually did so several times between November
1942 and April 1943. The first Axis troopship arrived at Bizerte with
116
340 men on the evening of November 12. To capture Bizerte before
this ship arrived, some element of the force landed at Bône would
have needed to unload and travel 160 miles in five days.
As noted previously, Eisenhower’s draft plan envisaged a
brigade moving this distance in three days. Montgomery’s advance
from El Alamein to El Agheila – often scorned as cautious and slow –
averaged forty miles per day. Naturally, the Germans would try to
interdict this move with air attacks and airborne infantry. But, the
French authorities in Tunisia might have taken more energetic steps to
assist the Allies and deny access to the Germans than they did in
reality if the Allies had landed closer to Tunis.
Transport existed in the Pacific for a force of this size. Task
Force Y was transported in nine attack transports (APA), two
transports (AP), three attack cargo ships (AKA), and one amphibious
113
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command ship (Ancon), which was an AP with extra communications
117
capabilities. In the Pacific in late 1942 there were fifteen APA, seven
AKA, and over two hundred Army and Navy troop transports. The
escorts for Task Force Y consisted of one heavy cruiser, one light
cruiser, and ten destroyers. In addition, there were three
minesweepers, two minelayers, a tanker, and an air group consisting
of one small carrier (USS Ranger), an escort carrier (USS Suwannee), a
118
light cruiser, and five destroyers. Overall, Torch employed three
American battleships, one carrier, four escort carriers, three heavy
cruisers, four light cruisers, thirty-five destroyers, and four
submarines. In November 1942, including the forces used in Torch, the
119
U.S. Navy had thirteen operational battleships; fourteen heavy
120
cruisers and twenty-seven light cruisers; and 241 destroyers in
121
service. Torch clearly did not employ a large proportion of the total
surface fleet. However, Torch did employ a large fraction of the
Atlantic destroyer force, which consisted of about a hundred ships in
122
November 1942. Escorts for an additional landing would probably
have to come from the Pacific. Finally, Torch employed the Navy’s
entire fully operational carrier force. Only a single damaged carrier
remained in the Pacific, because two carriers had been sunk in the
struggle for Guadalcanal.
Thus, one of the largest opportunity costs of the struggle for
Guadalcanal was to tie down and destroy naval forces that could have
been used for Torch. To allocate an additional carrier, a battleship,
two or three cruisers, ten or fifteen destroyers, and sufficient
117
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transports for an additional landing at Bône would have been entirely
feasible if the Navy had not been locked into the struggle for
Guadalcanal from August to November. The prompt capture of Tunisia
would have permitted redeployment of Allied forces in Africa – still
relatively small in November – to Britain for an invasion of France in
1943. It would also have avoided the casualties incurred in North
Africa from January to May.
Torch and Roundup
The United States could perhaps have found additional naval
resources, or used its existing resources differently, in order to end the
Tunisian campaign quickly and permit a return to Bolero and Roundup.
This was not attempted not so much because the resources didn’t
exist, but because the United States had already abandoned Roundup
well before the Torch landings. In point of fact, the struggle in the
Solomons, which reduced the naval forces available for Torch, and the
continual flow of reinforcements to the Pacific from June through
October, were only two of the strong indications that America had
abandoned Roundup well before Torch. America did not intend to
launch Roundup no matter what happened in North Africa; therefore,
a cautious approach to Torch had no downside. The British still
entertained hopes, from September through November, that the Allies
could do Roundup in the late summer of 1943. The ultra-cautious
approach to Torch, dictated from Washington, greatly reduced the
chances that British hopes could be fulfilled.
War Department planning from July through October
proceeded on the basis of no Roundup in 1943. At the end of July
1942, General Leroy Lutes, Chief of Operations of the Services of
Supply, instructed the technical services chiefs to stop the Bolero
buildup. They could ship only the supplies and equipment needed to
maintain the troops remaining in Britain after Torch. On August 22,
Marshall informed Eisenhower that all requisitions based on the
Bolero plan were subject to cancellation. In September, the War
Department asked the European Theater to submit recommendations
for a ground force in Britain of 150,000 men and to base requisition
requests on a total force of 300,000 men. The European Theater
responded that a ground force of 150,000 men required a total force
of 427,000 men. The War Department accepted this figure in October,
and reduced the authorized level of supply for troops in Britain from
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90 days to 60. Thus, even before Torch, Marshall had shelved Roundup
and reduced the projected Army in Britain to a small force unprepared
123
to fight.
The Bolero buildup required close coordination with British
authorities, who supervised the construction of facilities (housing,
hospitals, depots, airfields, etc.) for the large projected force. This
effort principally used British labor and materials, with some lendlease supplies and employment of American engineer troops. The
Americans notified the British on November 11 to plan for 427,000
American troops in May 1943; American forces in Britain did not
actually reach this level until October 1943. The British announced
their intention to continue work on construction projects required to
accommodate 1.1 million men. On November 17, Marshall informed
Eisenhower that no further lend-lease supplies or American labor
could be used for this purpose. The U.S. Deputy Commander in the
124
European Theater informed the British of this on November 19.
This missive caused dismay in London. In September, after a
meeting with Eisenhower, Churchill told Roosevelt that he thought
that Torch would only delay, not prohibit, Roundup in 1943. He
125
requested clarification of the American buildup program in 1943.
Now Churchill had his answer. He asked Roosevelt on November 25 to
126
explain “the most grievous decision to abandon Roundup.”
Roosevelt responded that “no one can possibly know now whether or
not we may have the opportunity to strike across the Channel in
1943.” He stated that the U.S. could not send troops to Britain in
excess of 427,000 given that American troops were committed to
Africa and were “heavily engaged in the Southwest Pacific.” Rather
than an unequivocal commitment to Roundup, Roosevelt now spoke
only of a small U.S. force in Britain employed “in event of German
collapse” in 1943. The Allies would use “a very large force later” (i.e.,
1944) “if Germany remains intact and assumes a defensive position.”
Further decisions would have to await victory in Africa and a “military
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strategical conference” between the British, Americans, and Soviets.
127
Roosevelt hoped to convene this conference very soon.
On November 25, the day the Allies began their assault on
Tunis, Roosevelt had a conference with the Joint Chiefs. He asked how
long the occupation of Tunisia would take. Marshall replied two or
three weeks. Roosevelt then asked about future operations. Marshall
did not mention Roundup at all – nor did the President ask about it.
Marshall examined the prospects of bringing Turkey into the war, and
warned that opening the Mediterranean would probably require the
128
occupation of Sicily Sardinia, and Crete. This was hardly the attitude
of a man utterly focused on a cross-channel assault! Thus, the real
reason for the cautious approach to Torch was a political decision not
to invade France in 1943, not a lack of military resources. There was
no need to take risks, such as landing at Bône, if there was no
intention to exploit the resulting victory. As it was, Washington was
uninterested in exploiting even a cautiously planned Torch.
Similarly, at a December White House meeting, Marshall did
not speak of an all-out assault on France in 1943, only of an
“emergency operation” to seize Brest or Boulogne. Roosevelt asserted
that a decision on the “next strategic move” could be delayed until
March 1943. Meanwhile, troops should continue to flow to both Africa
129
and Britain. In December, U.S. forces in Britain were 307,000 troops
below the new 427,000-man goal. To launch a Second Front in 1943,
even in August or September, would require an immediate decision in
December 1942 to prioritize the buildup in Britain at the expense of
Africa and the Pacific. As a practical matter, deferring a decision on a
Second Front until March 1943 ensured that the Second Front could
not be launched until 1944, and made Mediterranean operations in
1943 practically inevitable.
The demise of Roundup should not necessarily have surprised
the British. Marshall and Eisenhower had told them at least twice, in
July and September, that Torch precluded Roundup. Yet Churchill’s
message to Roosevelt – and more importantly, the Bolero-related
construction program in Britain that continued through November –
indicated a lingering British belief in the possibility of Roundup in
127
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1943. What the British did not appreciate was the circular nature of
Marshall’s argument. The justification for the claim that Torch
precluded Roundup was that the U.S. was sending large forces to the
Pacific. At the same time, the justification for sending large forces to
the Pacific was that Torch precluded Roundup. But, if the Americans
had not sent large forces to the Pacific in late 1942, then the Allies
could have done both Torch and Roundup.
Why was Roundup off the table long before the start of
Torch? One author attributes this to the War Production Board’s
assessment, in October 1942, that the 1943 defense procurement
program could not be met. This reduced the ability to mobilize and
130
equip troops in 1943. Yet the entire Army planned for 1943 did not
need a full set of equipment, because most of it would not even be
overseas. Moreover, Marshall began scaling back the troop basis for
Bolero, and diverting forces to the Pacific, long before this. The
downward revision of the procurement program was not the cause,
but the consequence, of the decision not to conduct Roundup in 1943.
This decision originated in the realm of grand strategy – specifically,
Roosevelt’s inability to meet Stalin and establish the basis for postwar
U.S.-Soviet partnership. From Roosevelt’s perspective, the failure to
meet Stalin and reach agreement on postwar cooperation meant that
the Second Front was best postponed until 1944. Meanwhile, the
Anglo-Americans could bide their time with operations in the
Mediterranean and the Pacific. Thus, ironically enough, Stalin’s
obstinate rejection of Roosevelt’s advances throughout 1942 ensured
that Stalin did not get the Second Front that he urgently demanded.
The Casablanca Conference
The successful landing in North Africa reignited Roosevelt’s
interest in meeting Stalin. On November 19, Roosevelt told Stalin,
“Before any further step is taken, both Churchill and I want to consult
131
with you and your staff.” Roosevelt proposed a conference in Cairo
or Moscow, at which Marshall and an equivalent British representative
would meet the Soviets. Churchill responded that he expected the
Soviets to “demand a strong Second Front in 1943 by the heavy
invasion of the continent either from the west, or from
130
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Many authors wrongly
claim that Churchill and
his chiefs outwitted the
Americans at Casablanca
and thus British strategy
prevailed in 1943. But,
even before coming to
Casablanca,
Roosevelt
had already decided to
pursue
Mediterranean
operations in 1943 rather
than land in France.
(FDR Library)

the south, or from both.” Therefore, Britain and America should jointly
decide what they were going to do about a Second Front before the
132
Anglo-American military chiefs went to Moscow. On December 2,
Roosevelt replied that he wanted the two of them to meet personally
with Stalin, along with the top Anglo-American military chiefs but not
the State Department. Roosevelt did not want the military chiefs to
coordinate beforehand “because I do not wish to give Stalin the
impression we are settling everything between ourselves before we
133
meet with him.” Separately, Roosevelt proposed to Stalin a meeting
of the three heads of state in Africa in January. Stalin replied that he
134
was unable to leave the USSR. The actual reason for Stalin’s
reluctance was that he actively sought to negotiate a separate peace
with Hitler after Soviet forces encircled the German Sixth Army at
135
Stalingrad. Roosevelt then suggested a meeting in North Africa in
March. Stalin rejected this idea as well. He expressed his “confidence”
that Britain and America would open a Second Front in the spring of
1943. Roosevelt perforce accepted this final rebuff.
The Casablanca conference is often interpreted as an event at
which the unified, better-prepared British inveigled the ill-prepared,
132
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disunited Americans into conducting Mediterranean operations in
136
1943 instead of invading France.
Supposedly, at Casablanca,
Marshall made “a last stand for a major cross-Channel operation in
1943” while the British argued for action in the Mediterranean and the
137
President took a “middle-of-the-road” position. We have already
noted that the Americans took no steps to prepare for Roundup
between July and December – on the contrary, they cut back
shipments to Britain and reinforced the Pacific – and that Roosevelt
and his chiefs showed no interest in Roundup at their meetings in
November and December. The Americans came to Casablanca
prepared to advocate no more than a limited operation in August
1943 to capture the Brest peninsula. Before the conference began,
they accepted Mediterranean operations in 1943, the only question
138
being where these should occur. This was the main subject of
debate at the conference itself.
At Casablanca, the Allies decided to invade Sicily in July 1943,
to continue the program of aid to Russia, and to conduct a Combined
Bomber Offensive on Germany from the United Kingdom. The Allies
informed Stalin that operations in the Mediterranean “may result in
the collapse of Italy” and thus divert considerable German forces from
Russia. They made a commitment that doubtless sounded evasive to
Stalin; forces in the United Kingdom would “reenter the Continent of
Europe as soon as this operation offers a reasonable prospect of
139
success.” In addition, Roosevelt announced that the Allies sought
the “Unconditional Surrender” of the Axis nations. Roosevelt hoped
that this proclamation would discourage Stalin from seeking a
140
separate peace with Hitler in the absence of a Second Front.
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Germany First? Strategic Deployment of United States Forces, 1941 – 1943
Ground Troop Strength

Divisions

Army Versus
Germany
(ETO, MTO)

Army Versus Japan
(Pacific, Alaska, CBI)

USMC
Versus
Japan

Army + USMC
Versus Japan

Versus
Germany

Dec 41

0

105,911

18,279

124,910

0

2

June 42

54,667

315,248

56,783

372,031

2

Dec 42

346,794

463,868

101,906

565,774

July 43

767,862

693,298

121,665

Dec 43

1,365,932

912,942

160,410

Combat Aircraft

Versus Japan

Versus
Germany

Versus
Japan

1

0

427

7

1

26

1,319

8

9

2

2,065

1,910

814,963

11

11

3

6,099

3,042

1,073,352

17

13

3

8,237

4,254

Army USMC

Sources: STM-30 Strength of the Army Report, 1 January 1948. USAAF Statistical Digest of World War II. Frank O. Hough, Verle E.
Ludwig, and Henry I. Shaw, History of U.S. Marine Corps Operations in World War II, Volume I (Washington, DC: GPO, 1959), 56.
Henry I. Shaw and Douglas T. Kane, History of U.S. Marine Corps Operations in World War II, Volume II (Washington, DC: GPO,
1963), 570. John L. Zimmerman, The Guadalcanal Campaign (Washington, DC: Headquarters USMC, 1949), 10. Maurice Matloff,
Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare 1943-1944 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1959), 398.
Note:
Fleet Marine Force strength is known for April 1943 (121,665). The 3d Marine Division moved to New Zealand in January 1943;
thus, I give the December 1942 USMC strength as the April strength minus the strength of this division (19,759).
All strengths are for forces outside the continental United States; i.e., Hawaii and Alaska count as “overseas versus Japan”.
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In December 1943, almost two million American soldiers, sailors and Marines
were fighting Japan. The strategic payoff was, thus far, relatively small. Overall
losses in 1943 were light, with the notable exception of the Battle of Tarawa.

Doubling Down in the Pacific
Victory at Guadalcanal in early February 1943 did not provoke
any curtailment of reinforcement for the Pacific. Instead, the
Americans “doubled down” in the Pacific in 1943 – the number of
Army troops rose from 350,720 in December 1942 to 696,847 in
December 1943, and the number of Marines in the Pacific rose from
about 100,000 to 160,000. The total number of airplanes on hand in
the Pacific increased from 1,910 in December 1942 to 4,254 in
December 1943. The total number of ground troops – Army and
Marine Corps – fighting the enemy was larger in the Pacific than in
Europe until late 1943. All this renders somewhat amusing the
American claim at the Casablanca Conference that America was only
devoting 15 percent of her resources to the Pacific, which King wanted
141
to double to 30 percent. Depending on what one counted, the
percentage allocated to the Pacific in January 1943 was much higher
than 15 percent. Ground troops and combat aircraft were each at
about fifty percent at that time! Nevertheless, those resources, if not
their percentage relative to the European theater, indeed doubled
over the course of the year.
141
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The strategic returns for this investment were meager. In
1943, America captured additional islands in the Solomons and
Bismarck Archipelago, positions on the northern coast of New Guinea,
Attu and Kiska in the Aleutians, and Tarawa and Makin in the Gilberts.
The assault on the Marianas, which provided bases for the blockade
and bombardment of Japan, did not commence until June 1944. The
resources committed to the Pacific in 1943 certainly could have been
better used in the Mediterranean, where targets of far greater
strategic import than these Pacific islands existed. These Pacific forces
also could have been used for Roundup given different strategic
choices. Let us consider some hypothetical cases.
Torch Without Watchtower
If the United States had gone over to the defensive after
Midway, then the Allies could have conducted Torch in late 1942 and
still conducted Roundup in 1943. This course of action would have
been consistent with the prewar agreements, the Arcadia agreement,
and the Marshall Memorandum. From December 1941 to July 1943,
the United States sent 441,966 troops to Europe. Of these, 153,000
142
were transferred to the Mediterranean during Torch. The 238,028
American troops in Britain in July 1943 were about 760,000 troops
143
short of the million-man target for Roundup. In the year after the
144
victory at Midway, America sent 522,020 troops to the Pacific. This
employed shipping that could have sent 817,769 troops to Britain, or
521,000 troops to Britain and nearly 190,000 troops to the Pacific.
Using the data from Leighton and Coakley:
Theater

Troops Sent, Turnaround Time Opportunity Troops That Could Be Sent
6/42 to 7/43 Relative to Trip to Cost in Troops
to the Pacific after
UK (40 days)
to UK
Sending 521,000 to UK

Alaska

129,547

1.40

181,366

48,725

Hawaii

122,812

0.80

98,250

44,212

S Pacific

108,027

1.95

210,652

38,890

SW Pac

124,921

1.74

217,362

44,715

CBI

36,713

3.00

110,139

13,217

Total

520,020

817,769

189,759

142
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America also sent 425,475 troops directly to the
Mediterranean. However, about 180,000 of these were sent in early
1943 to prepare for the invasion of Sicily; this employed shipping that
could have sent 241,200 troops to Britain instead.
After Midway, the U.S. could have conducted Torch and still
assembled 1,000,000 troops in Britain in 1943. When this target could
be reached would depend on what “minimum” level of Pacific
reinforcement was acceptable. For example, the U.S. could have had a
million troops in Britain in July 1943 and still sent almost 190,000
troops to the Pacific between June 1942 and July 1943. This does not
take into account the 64,882 Marines who moved to the South and
Southwest Pacific in the year after Midway – which represented
another potential 126,000 troops to Britain. In this scenario, if the
Allies had launched Roundup in July 1943 instead of invading Sicily,
then about a million British and American troops in North Africa would
have been available as further reinforcements.
Torch and Watchtower
What if Torch succeeded spectacularly, and the Allies won the
race for Tunis in November? Or, what if Roosevelt decided not to
reinforce Africa in 1943, but instead to leave the 600,000 Allied troops
already in Africa to deal with 350,000 Axis troops, and meanwhile
focus on Roundup? In that case, the American troops sent to the
Mediterranean from January to July could have been sent to Britain
instead. Due to the longer Mediterranean turnaround time, these
322,615 troops represented 432,304 troops that could have been sent
to Britain. With the 288,966 troops in Britain, this would make a total
145
of 721,270 troops by July. Worth noting on this score is that
America actually sent a mere 21,406 troops to Britain in the first four
months of 1943. Meanwhile, the U.S. sent 294,563 troops to the
Pacific from February to July 1943. A sixty-three percent reduction of
these force levels would enable the shipping of 300,000 additional
troops to Britain to meet the million-man target for Roundup. This

145
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could be justified on the grounds that the Guadalcanal campaign had
ended and communications with Australia were secure.
Landing at Bône and driving immediately for Tunis would
have been well worth the risk. Leaving Africa to fend for itself after
December, and stringently reducing Pacific reinforcements in order to
assemble a million troops in Britain, would also have entailed some
risks. Such risks might have been worth taking if Roosevelt was
determined to conduct Roundup in 1943. Clearly, he was not.
Roundup and Watchtower Without Torch
If the Allies had abandoned Torch, then all 452,475 troops
sent to the Mediterranean from October 1942 to July 1943 would
have gone to Britain instead. Furthermore, the 153,000 troops that
left Britain for Torch would have remained there. In this scenario,
troop levels in Britain still would not reach the one million mark until
July. To launch Roundup in April, as originally planned, some diversion
of the forces historically sent to the Pacific might have been required.
On the other hand, the British and American shipping used to support
Torch could have increased the rate of transfer of American forces
above their low historical levels. Such a strategy would have been
consistent with the April 1942 agreement. Moreover, America had
complete veto power over Torch – the British could not conduct the
operation by themselves. The British accepted the postponement of
Gymnast in early 1942, because they had no choice. If Roosevelt had
decided to abandon Torch in order to focus on Bolero, then Churchill
would have no choice but to accept that, too. In July, after Churchill
rejected Sledgehammer but before Roosevelt approved Torch (then
called Gymnast), Churchill wrote to Field Marshall Dill in Washington:
“If the President decided against Gymnast the
matter is settled. It can only be done by troops
under the American flag. The opportunity will have
been definitely rejected. Both countries will remain
motionless in 1942 and all will be concentrated on
146
Roundup in 1943.”
Roosevelt insisted on conducting Torch despite its projected
effect on Bolero and Roundup. This suggests that Roosevelt chose
146
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Torch because he had decided against Roundup. The reason was, once
again, lack of political agreement with Stalin prior to the launching of a
Second Front.
Conclusions
The United States deployed over a million troops overseas in
the year after Pearl Harbor, and two million by the late summer of
1943. The strategic deployment of these forces was greatly at variance
with prewar agreements and early war high-level decisions to focus on
defeating Germany while remaining on the defensive against Japan.
The number of combat troops and divisions deployed against Germany
did not exceed the number deployed against Japan until late 1943 –
and the raw numbers understate the imbalance, due to relative
difficulty of deployment to the Pacific. A great many histories attribute
this outcome to the British. Supposedly, British strategic views and
their desire for peripheral operations prevailed until late 1943, when
the Americans finally forced them to accept Overlord. In fact, the
Americans controlled their own strategic deployment. They were
moving their own troops mostly in their own ships, so how could it be
otherwise? The key decisions were all American:








To deploy large numbers of troops to the Pacific in early 1942.
To launch an offensive in the Solomons despite the predictably
significant effects on Bolero and on Torch.
To approve a second major amphibious assault, Torch, after
approving a first major amphibious assault, Watchtower – and
without canceling Watchtower.
To plan Torch with maximum caution and without additional ships
from the Pacific.
To abandon Roundup even before Torch.
To permit Mediterranean operations in 1943.

British “decisions” largely involved choosing from the limited
menu that the Americans made available. The British chose not to
launch Sledgehammer, a decision preordained by the American
decision not to send enough troops or landing craft to participate. The
British chose Torch because Marshall asked them to choose between
Torch and pointless mass suicide in Sledgehammer – to do nothing
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was not an option. The British chose to land in North Africa where
and when they did because the Americans only made enough
resources available for three landings in November, and insisted on at
least one landing in Morocco. The British chose Sicily in 1943 because
the Americans offered them a choice between Sicily, Sardinia, and a
ridiculous effort to seize Brest.
Military necessity can dictate a deviation from long-term
strategy. Japanese successes in early 1942 certainly justified the
diversion of American forces to the South Pacific in early 1942. What is
remarkable, however, is that America did not respond to the change in
military circumstances in mid-1942 and early 1943. After victory at
Midway, America had an opportunity to return to the previously
agreed program of a strategic defensive against Japan and
concentration against Germany. Instead, America poured additional
resources into the Pacific and went on the offensive in the Solomons.
After victory at Guadalcanal in early 1943, America had a second
opportunity to limit her Pacific commitments, but again doubled the
forces there over the course of the year. This indicates that the
immediate military situation did not dictate the massive influx of
troops to the Pacific. Rather, this influx was the product of a higher
political decision to postpone the Second Front from 1943 to 1944.
The decision to create a Second Front – Roundup, and later
Overlord – was not merely a military matter of generating military
power, deploying it to Britain, and defeating Germany as rapidly as
possible. The Second Front had profound political implications.
Therefore, Roosevelt’s political strategy determined the timing and
location of the operation. Roosevelt used the prospect of a Second
Front in 1942 to abort an emerging Anglo-Soviet political agreement,
but did not send enough forces to Britain actually to create that
Second Front in 1942. The failure to secure a meeting with Stalin, and
reach agreement on the nature of the postwar world order, induced
Roosevelt, in mid to late 1942, to postpone Roundup from 1943 to
1944. At that point, the principle of concentration in the British Isles
was put on hold for another year, and the United States pursued
peripheral operations in the Mediterranean and the Pacific.
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